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Kyon is your ordinary high school freshman who has long given up on his childhood dreams of encountering
the fantastic and supernatural...or so he thought. From the very first day of school, his classmate--the
beautiful but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiya--makes it very clear that her only desire is to meet aliens, time

travelers, and psychics! A chance conversation between the two inspires Haruhi to form the SOS Brigade, a
school club created for the sole purpose of gathering together such supernatural beings. The initial members
consist of the mute bookworm Yuki Nagato, the timid but voluptuous Miharu Asahina, and the polite and
ever-smiling Itsuki Koizumi. By the end of this first volume, Kyon quickly finds out that these seemingly
helpless victims' of Haruhi's are actually members of secret organizations--both futuristic and alien--with the
single aim of keeping watch over Haruhi Suzumiya as she is the pinnacle of some major calamity on the

horizon...

Read 8 reviews from the worlds largest community for readers. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
The Melancholy Of Haruhi Suzumiya was actually shown out of order on it Japanese broadcast and some of
that idea is retained on the US DVD. She starts off on the right foot by introducing herself to the class and
telling them that if any of them are aliens time travelers or espers they could be her friends everyone else

need not apply.
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The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya Part 11 XI Suzumiya Haruhi no Yutsu IX is a Haruhi Suzumiya Manga
volume. 1 Manga Tanigawa Nagaru Tsugano Gaku Ito Noizi Amazon.sg Books. After Haruhis rigorous

selection process a new member has been selected for the SOS Brigade But Kyon feels uneasy. Haruhichan
meaning literally Little Haruhi is a parody of the original hit novelsanimationscomicsfilm which center on the
beautiful and eccentric high school girl Haruhi. Never before has the stunning color art of the manga adaption

of Spice and Wolf been seen like. Well publish them on our site once weve reviewed them. Downloaded
from. From the very first day of school his classmatethe beautiful but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiyamakes it

very clear that her only desire is to meet aliens time. shipping 10.67 shipping. . 1 Manga 2011 The
Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya Vol. Volume one of the manga opens with freshman Kyon lamenting the fact
that his everyday life is pretty. Because she is unbound by the laws of reality however Haruhichans antics will

never be over. The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya Vol.
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